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Context 
• Computational models for argumentation assist users 

in improving their critical thinking skills.
• These models provide different explanations, which 

differ in terms of effective feedback.

Challenge
• How to clearly explain and present feedback from 

argumentative systems to efficiently help users 
enhance their critical thinking?

  
Contribution
• Survey: 108 works arranged in 4 unique dimensions:
Richness, Visualization, Interactivity, 

Overview
Survey Dimensions

Example Zhivar et al., 2023 Rach et al., 2020 Wambganss et al., 2021 Wachsmuth and Alshomary, 2022

Pedagogy Toulmin model Rhetorical structure theory Collaborative argumentation Socratic questioning

Current systems
• Identifying logical 

structure + fallacies in 
corpus with patterns

• Use of chatbots
• Combining visual aids and a 

text editor

• Use of chatbots
• Tracking and annotating class 

discussions
• Selection of a proficiency level
• Customization of tags

Challenges • Natural corpus
• Logical reasoning 

• Accuracy
• User-friendliness • Gap between chatbots and personalized teaching methods

 cuisine is not healthy. 

Indeed  are not healthy.

Legend:

= American

= Hamburger
= Child

= Model

= Student

Interactivity = Who

           cuisine is not just          .  

 For example, Cobb salad is.

Oh, what else is            ?

Visualization = How
                Your argument has an 
                invalid generalization. 

  

               cuisine is not just          .

    Your argument has an 
    invalid generalization. 

  
            cuisine is not just          .

Richness = What/Why
  What   

  
    Why        

Personalization = To Whom

           cuisine is not healthy.  
  
          are not healthy.

Careful you are simplifying! 
cuisine is not just         .

Current and desired argumentative systems

Visualization InteractivityRichness Personalization

Our next steps:

• Goal: prototype a system to improve 
studentsʼ critical thinking skills

• Measure:

f(feedback + interface) = Effects on 
learning critical thinking

Towards addressing some challenges

References mentioned 
in this survey can be 

found here:

Persua ArgueTutor ArguVantage

Graphical interface

Easy access to previous feedback and exercices

User-friendly, intuitive interface

Interaction between the system and the user

User dashboard + Teacher view

Gamification

I’m Deb8, your new assistant during your debate. 
What do you want to do?

They said that the students have no free time. However, you can play tennis. 
Is that time to enjoy what you like? If you have another you want to do, you 
need to choose which you do. Studying is a duty for the students so you must 
study, not only doing what you like. Also, you can study for more than five 
hours thanks to homework. Certainly, teachers have to think about how much 
to give the students homework, but you need to think about how to use your 
own time. If I was you, I would divide the ways to study effectively. I use 
things to learn in cram school when I do homework. The more you think about 
how to study effectively by yourself, the more you will improve your thinking 
ability. This ability is useful for you in the future, for example when you have to 
study for university admission. So homework can't be the reason you can't 
have time.


Theme: Homework

Previous debates Start new debate Pierre NINEY

Save

Me

Below is an argument explaining why homework should be abolished. 
Write a counter-argument attacking this argument.

Deb8 will assist you in this task. You can ask him to give suggestions 
on your draft and to explain the logic behind these suggestions.

Ask a question Correct my draft

Your draft has been corrected. 
Suggestions are highlighted in your text. For 
more information, please click on the hints      .     
What do you want to do?

MeAsk a question Correct my draft

Error type: Incomplete Premise 
  The opposing side might argue that the goal   
    of university admission can be achieved even

    without homework

Hello everyone. Today’s topic is “Homework should be 
abolished”. We have two points: The first point is “free time” and 
the second point is “decrease burden on teachers”. I will explain 
the first point of “free time”. We believe that if homework were 
to be abolished, we could have more free time. As a result, we 
could do more of what we really wanted like club activities, 
hobbies, or playing with friends. In my case, I go to tennis club 
after class until 5:00 pm and then I go to cram school until 8:00 
pm. After this full day, I arrive at my home around 8:40 pm to eat 
dinner and take a shower. At nearly 10:00 pm I start my 
homework. I have a lot of homework. As a result, I go to bed 
late at night at nearly 1:00 am in the morning and I don’t have 
the opportunity to sleep for a long period of time. It is not 
healthy. Therefore, homework should be abolished. Thank you.

Opponent

Dismiss

Related work Future Work

Richness = What/Why Visualization = How

Why

What

Interactivity = Who Personalization = To Whom

Legend
= Student
 

= Child
 

= Model

= American
 

= Hamburger

Collaboration among NLP & educational expertsEthicsStandardized evaluationGeneral challenges:
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Contact: Camélia Guerraoui 
camelia.guerraoui@gmail.com

Personalization

Domain Adaptation
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